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Abstract— Real-time applications are going to play a major
role in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). In this context,
nodes’ IP addresses need to be automatically configured in a
very small time and with a reduced need for re-configurations.
Due to the very high mobility of vehicles, however, traditional
mechanisms for address auto-configuration fail to perform well.
Aimed at solving this problem, we propose a novel Leader-based
scheme that exploits the topology of VANETs and a distributed
DHCP service to guarantee fast and stable address configuration.

Keywords: Ad-hoc networks, VANET, address configura-

tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of inter-vehicular communication (IVC) the

emerging trend is to equip vehicles with communication

capabilities in order to directly exchange information within a

short communication range (i.e., DSRC/802.11p) [1].

Since depending solely on (geographically dispersed) Inter-

net Gateways (IGs) for connectivity would lead to an intermit-

tent and unsatisfactory Internet experience, ad-hoc networks

have been proposed to extend the communication range of

vehicles. In this context, car passengers will soon benefits

from useful networked applications intended for their safety

and also for entertainment.

As it is well known, this kind of applications generally

requires a continuous connectivity among engaged players able

to deliver each game event within a strict time threshold (i.e.,

100-150ms) [?][?]. The same requirements for continuous

connectivity and fast delivery are shared also by other enter-

tainment applications (e.g., video/text chats, instant messaging,

real-time video/audio streaming) and with other applications

of prominent importance in VANETs such as safe-driving

assistance. Still, to effectively facilitate these applications, a

fast and efficient network configuration of cars is needed to

minimize the time spent in control overhead and to ensure

continuous connectivity and fast delivery to real-time (and

other) applications.

Indeed, a very important topic, yet never investigated in

VANETs, is represented by the address configuration. Existing

VANET literature bypasses the address configuration task

by assuming that nodes are configured a priori. However,

this issue cannot be skipped so easily since neither address

autoconfiguration protocols for traditional fixed networks nor

solutions proposed for regular ad-hoc networks can be directly

applied to VANETs [6][13][12][10][14][3]. VANETs, in fact,

have unique characteristics that require a specific analysis

of the problem [9]: very high mobility, theoretically infinite

extension, absence of a centralized control, and intermittent

connectivity through the sparse infrastructure.

To this aim, we propose here a novel automatic IP address

configuration protocol named Vehicular Address Configuration

(VAC), which is specifically designed for VANETs. In partic-

ular, VAC exploits the topology of a VANET and a distributed

DHCP protocol run by dynamically elected Leader-vehicles to

quickly provide unique identifiers and to reduce the occurrence

of address re-configurations due to mobility.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we de-

scribe prominent issues in address configuration with reference

to VANETs. We review solutions for address configuration

in classic ad-hoc networks in Section III. Section IV de-

scribes our solution for automatic IP address configuration

in VANETs. Simulation evaluation of VAC’s performance is

presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this

paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT: DYNAMIC ADDRESSING IN

VEHICULAR SCENARIO

A VANET differs from usual ad-hoc networks in its ve-

hicular environment, node distribution and movement. Even

the applications run are often specifically devised to be more

useful in this setting. The technical considerations in designing

a VANET should reflect these features.

Vehicles are equipped with the Dedicated Short-Range

Communication (DSRC) and have about the same compu-

tational and transmission capabilities. They move along a

freeway and are able to communicate either directly or by

using intermediate vehicles as relaying nodes. A specific ad-

hoc routing protocol is used to support multi-hop packet

delivery among nodes in the network. The most common
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routing protocols (e.g., AODV [8][7] or DSR [4]) make use of

IP addresses to identify nodes and to perform correct packet

routing.

IGs can be spread along the freeway in order to provide In-

ternet connectivity to vehicles; however, due to their mobility,

vehicles pass fixed IGs in few seconds. Consequently, the IGs

provide a cheap, but also intermittent and time-constrained,

access to the Internet for transiting vehicles.

From the point of view of the address configuration issue,

IGs cannot work as DHCP servers to assign dynamic IP

addresses to vehicles. In infrastructure mode, whenever a car

X passes through the communication range of an IG, it can

utilize the dynamic IP address IPX provided by that IG.

The same address IPX could be assigned again as soon

as X goes out of the range of the IG. This implies that

only vehicles within the coverage of an IG have unique

identifiers. On the other hand, nodes that work in ad-hoc

mode cannot make use of such identifiers, because the VANET

expands outside the coverage of single IGs. A possible solution

could be represented by a modified multi-hop DHCP that

simultaneously involves several IGs and extends the DHCP

service to n-hop faraway nodes. However, this approach raises

other issues like IG discovery, IG information synchronization,

coverage width (IGs can be more than 10 miles apart), and

delays. Moreover, frequent handoffs among IGs due to high

and fast mobility lead to costly IP address changes. For all

these reasons, the address management system cannot reside

on the fixed infrastructure along the roadside. To support ad-

hoc IVC, not only a specific protocol for address management

should be designed, but it should also be in the form of a

distributed scheme for mobile nodes.

To perform both ad-hoc communication among vehicles and

infrastructure-based communication through IGs, orthogonal

channels can be used by communication devices endowed

with two interfaces, one for the ad-hoc and one for the

infrastructure mode. A two radio interfaces solution exploiting

orthogonal channels to minimize interferences is both practical

and feasible. Indeed, multiple commercial vendors are coming

out with multi-band chipsets that allow communication on two

or more channels [2].

Applications in ad-hoc networks are expected to be based

on service discovery and data sharing mechanisms. Users take

advantage from such services and data at their convenience

and usually this involves communications among users few

hops away. These assumptions remain true when we focus

on VANETs. For instance, safe driving applications generate

alert messages which are exchanged among cars close to each

others.

Finally, an efficient address auto-configuration system has

to be able to assign unique IP addresses in a very fast way and

requiring as few re-configurations as possible. This is true for

every application but becomes crucial for time sensitive ones.

Think for instance to safe driving applications, where wasting

even few hundreds of milliseconds in configuring addresses

instead of quickly propagating alert messages could be paid in

terms of human lives [?]. Analogously, consider entertainment

applications such as interactive online games, which are known

to provide amusement to players when ensuring a responsive

and network-fair game event delivery [?]. Obviously, these

conditions cannot be satisfied when some participant is not

connected due to (momentary) lack of unique IP address.

III. BACKGROUND

In spite of significant research effort in the general area of

auto-configuration, an efficient solution for IP address configu-

ration in VANETs is still missing. Researchers have addressed

this issue with reference to generic ad-hoc networks, without

considering VANET’s topology and mobility model. At the

same time, previous techniques for ad-hoc networks represent

a fundamental background. Therefore, in this section, we

present address configuration approaches in ad-hoc networks

categorizing them into three groups: Decentralized, Best-effort,

and Leader-based.

In the Decentralized approach, the auto-configuration prob-

lem is solved in a distributed fashion. A node that needs an

address broadcasts a request and receives the configuration

parameters through its interaction with other nodes. Even

though this is the simplest solution in ad-hoc networks, it

could generate large amounts of signaling traffic in large

and dynamic networks with a high density of nodes such as

VANETs [6][5].

Best-effort solutions do not ensure that every address is

unique in the network: if users with duplicated addresses

do not communicate with each other, there is no need to

waste time and resources in solving the duplication. However,

problems occur if nodes with duplicate addresses start to

communicate; in this case, the conflict needs to be solved.

Unfortunately, transmissions have to be delayed until a con-

figuration with unique addresses is restored and this delay

leads to poor performance, especially for real-time applications

[13][14].

General Leader-based approaches make use of a hierar-

chical structure to perform the address configuration task.

Some nodes in the network, called Leaders, maintain lists

of addresses in use and assign new addresses to nodes that

join the network. Obviously, this architecture needs efficient

network merging/splitting systems with dynamic Leader dis-

missal/election and duplicate addresses verification when two

Leaders become close to each other [12]. Moreover, especially

in VANETs, communication among Leaders can be compli-

cated by node mobility, which can break the communication

path, and by the fact that such path cannot be guaranteed to be

free of duplicate addresses. Specific mechanisms have hence

to be introduced [10].

IV. VEHICULAR ADDRESS CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

VAC represents the first protocol for IP address configura-

tion in VANETs. We designed VAC aiming at guaranteeing

a fast and reliable address configuration service for both the

initial configuration of nodes that join the network and for the

later verification of duplicates through the Duplicate Address

Detection (DAD) task.

VAC is a Leader-based protocol and has been designed

to be able to operate even in networks with theoretically

infinite extension such as VANETs. VAC organizes Leaders in
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a connected chain so as to have every node in the communi-

cation range of at least one Leader. However, conversely from

traditional ad-hoc solutions, each Leader needs to be aware of

the presence of only few other Leaders (those in proximity).

The hierarchical organization of the network allows limiting

the signal overhead for the address management tasks. Indeed,

only Leaders communicate each others and maintain updated

information on configured addresses in the network. Normal

nodes ask Leaders for a valid IP address whenever they need to

be configured and snoop Leaders’ packets to catch information

they need.

Fig. 1. Leader chain

Leaders act as servers of a distributed DHCP protocol.

Each of them manages a different subset of possible addresses

(addrSet) to serve requests for address assignment coming

from normal nodes located within their communication range.

The configuration of nodes is very fast because it does not

suffer from delays caused by information discovery or by the

delivery of configuration parameters along the network.

Many applications run on VANETs engage vehicles located

within a limited area (e.g., highly interactive online games

that take advantage of the short distance among players to

ensure very fast game event delivery, safe-driving assistance

through alert messages from/to cars in proximity). Likewise,

VAC guarantees unique IP addresses within a delimited area

around each Leader, called SCOPE.

To elaborate, the SCOPE of Leader A is the set of Leaders

whose distance from A is less or equal to scope hops. In Figure

1 we depict the SCOPE for Leader A considering scope = 3.

Considering the Normal node Y that received the IPy address

from A, IPy will be unique as long as Y moves within the

SCOPE of A. If Y goes out of the SCOPE of A, in order

to still ensure address uniqueness, Y has to ask for another

address to the new Leader (for instance, to Leader B in Figure

1). Considering that the relative speed between nodes is low,

changes in the address configuration due to having left the

own Leader’s SCOPE are not frequent.

This represents an important contribution of our work since,

in any case, these changes would be much more frequent

if nodes (i.e., travelling cars) had to rely on fixed IGs to

obtain their IP addresses. To this aim, Figure 2 shows the

time duration of an IP address from when it is assigned to

a node to when the node needs to be reconfigured. Three

cases are analytically compared: i) a car travelling through

the coverage area of a fixed IG at 60mph, ii) a car travelling

through the coverage area (i.e., the SCOPE ) of a Leader

implementing VAC with scope = 0, and iii) a car travelling

through the coverage area of Leaders implementing VAC with

scope = 4. For all the compared cases we considered 400m as

the transmission range, while in cases ii) and iii) leaders were

located at regular intervals of 200m and various relative speeds

were tested. Obviously, case i) presents a constant outcome

(30s), while cases ii) and iii) are able to ensure much higher

stability to the address configuration.

Fig. 2. Address validity time.

VAC functionalities can be grouped into two main tasks:

A. Building and maintenance of the Leader chain: how

to elect Leaders and how to change them when node

mobility makes it necessary;

B. Address configuration and maintenance: management of

addresses that can be assigned to nodes.

In the next subsections we provide details on how VAC

performs tasks A. and B..

A. Building and Maintenance of the Leader Chain

The metric used for building the Leader chain is the distance

among nodes. If the distance between two Leaders L1 and

L2 exceeds a threshold TH max, a node in the middle has

to become a new Leader. We are sure that there is at least

a node that can become Leader as the freeway scenario is

characterized by high density of nodes. On the contrary, if the

distance falls under a threshold TH min then one between L1

and L2 will become Normal.

B. Address Configuration and Maintenance

This task is composed by three main components:

1) synchronization of address information among Leaders;

2) modified DHCP protocol to assign addresses to nodes

that make a request;

3) DAD procedure to verify whether an address in the

SCOPE ceased to be unique due to node mobility.

These components operates as follows.

1) Synchronization of address information: to carry out the

address configuration of nodes, Leaders have to know which

addresses are available to be assigned. For this purpose, the

address space is divided into subsets (addrSet) and each

Leader distributes addresses taking them from one of these

subsets. Obviously, Leaders within the same SCOPE have to

manage different addrSets. The size of the addrSet depends

on the width of the SCOPE. A large SCOPE (that corresponds

to a high value for scope) implies a small addrSets.
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The design of VAC is based on a proactive approach

to synchronize Leaders’ subsets of addresses. Periodically,

each Leader sends in broadcast an Hello packet holding the

addrSet it can assign and the list all Leaders in its SCOPE.

Whenever a Leader receives an Hello packet, it updates its

view of Leaders in its SCOPE.

2) Modified DHCP protocol: the configuration of nodes

entering the VANET is performed through a modified DHCP

protocol. The node X that is not configured yet checks if there

are any Leaders. This means that X gathers the Hello packets

sent from Leaders in proximity for a time period T start. Then,

it estimates who is the nearest Leader and sends it an address

request.

3) DAD procedure: the IP address received from a Leader

is unique only within the SCOPE of the Leader. If a node X

is configured with the IPX address and it moves away from

its Leader, it could get close to a different node that is using

the same IPX address in another location of the network. For

this reason, nodes have to perform a DAD procedure.

Since, Hello packets sent by a Leader contain the list of

other Leaders in its SCOPE, by simply listening to Hello

packets, each Normal node is able to know when its Leader

is too far and a new address is needed.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to test the protocol performance, VAC has been

implemented as a module for version 3.7 of the Qualnet

simulator [11]. Each scenario was configured with 50 mobile

nodes (cars) with a radio range of 400m that moved over a

15000mx20m terrain. Nodes joined the network at the point

(0.0; 10.0) with a certain inter arrival time in the range

0.5 − 2s, and moved along the Cartesian x terrain dimension

with a random speed in the range 26±(vel gap/2) m/s, where

vel gap is the gap between the minimum and the maximum

speed of cars in the scenario. In our simulations we used

several values for vel gap in order to test the behavior of the

protocol with reference to different degrees of node mobility.

Each simulation was run for 250s in order to have all nodes

joining the network and shifting along the terrain of reference.

We have evaluated the VAC performance with reference to

three parameters:

• SCOPE size: it settles the width of the area in which

unique addresses are guaranteed. We have used the fol-

lowing set of values for the variable scope: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

• vel gap: this parameter controls the relative mobility

among nodes. High vel gap values imply higher prob-

ability that normal nodes go out of the Leader’s SCOPE

and higher instability in the Leader chain configura-

tion. For the vel gap parameter we have used values

5, 10, 15, 20m/s.

• inter arrival time: this parameter allows changing

the node density in the network. We have set the

inter arrival time to 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2s.

A. Configuration Time

The main goal of VAC is to perform a reliable address

configuration service with a low configuration time. To this

aim, we report in Table I the results of our simulations

referring to the time on average that a node spends to configure

a new address. It shows that nodes are able to configure

valid addresses in less than 70ms regardless of the SCOPE
size (scope), the node density (interarrival), and the relative

speeds among cars (velgap). This represents a very good result

for it proves that VAC is suitable even for those applications

that are based on a continuous stream of data where each

packet has to be delivered within very strict time threshold

(i.e., real-time ones).

inter arrival = 1.0s; vel gap = 10m/s
scope 3 4 5 6

t config (s) 0.0623 0.0427 0.0559 0.0521

scope = 4; vel gap = 10m/s
inter arrival (s) 0.5 1 1.5 2

t config (s) 0.0505 0.0427 0.0458 0.0521

scope = 4; inter arrival = 1.0s
vel gap (m/s) 5 10 15 20

t config (s) 0.0405 0.0427 0.0541 0.0581

TABLE I

CONFIGURATION TIME IN SECONDS

B. Address Configuration Stability

Another important property of VAC is the stability in the

node configuration obtained by limiting the number of changes

in the network setting. In particular, the variable num config
represents the average number of address assignments per node

(including also the very first one). When a node becomes

Leader, it changes its previously assigned address into a new

one in order to be consistent with its addrSet. Therefore, each

Leader obtains an address at least twice (i.e., num config
is at least 2 for Leaders), whereas the minimum number of

configurations for a normal node is just 1. We show in Figure

3-5 that the num config value is low; in fact, each node

changes address two-three times on average. In essence, VAC

protocol does not cause flickering in the address configuration.

Fig. 3. Average number of address configurations of a node per scope for
several values of vel gap and with constant inter arrival time.
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As shown in Figure 3, the number of configurations remains

constant even if the size of the SCOPE changes. This happens

because such size does not modify the Leader chain organi-

zation or the interaction between Normal nodes and Leader

ones.

On the contrary, the num config increases with the

inter arrival time (Figure 5). Increasing the inter arrival
period corresponds to spreading the nodes on a longer segment

of terrain and, consequently, making a longer Leader chain

as the chain building metric is the distance among Leaders.

Therefore, higher inter arrival times generate less dense net-

works with a higher ratio between Leaders and Normal nodes.

Since Leaders reconfigure their addresses at least twice, the

higher the percentage of Leaders, the higher the num config
value.

This is confirmed by Figure 4, which draws the total number

of Hello packets sent with different simulative configurations.

Since each Leader sends a Hello packet every 800ms and

the thresholds for the Leader chain building were unchanged

during the simulations, the only reason that causes an increase

in the Hello traffic is a higher number of Leaders in the chain

and hence a longer chain.

Fig. 4. Average number of Hello packets per inter arrival time for several
values of vel gap and constant scope.

Fig. 5. Average number of address configurations of a node per
inter arrival time for several values of vel gap and with constant scope.

Finally, the num config value also increases with the

vel gap (Figure 3-5). This is due to a higher instability of the

Leader chain configuration generated by higher node mobility.

Indeed, with higher relative speeds among nodes, there is a

higher probability that new Leaders enter the chain or current

Leaders go away. Furthermore Leaders come close to each

other and some of them may be forced to switch into Normal

status.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed a fundamental issue in

VANETs: the IP address configuration of vehicles. The unique

characteristics of vehicles preclude us from directly applying

techniques developed for traditional ad-hoc networks. Con-

sequently, we have developed VAC, an efficient protocol for

the IP address configuration in VANETs. VAC is based on a

network backbone in which leaders offer an enhanced DHCP

service to all the other nodes in the network. Our approach

guarantees a reliable configuration service that is characterized

by low signaling overhead and low configuration time.
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